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《The $1 Million Reaso》

内容概要

What is the $1 million reason to change your mind?  Change the way you think and you will change your world.
Simple.  In this book Pat Mesiti will teach you how to shrug off the shackles of mediocrity, find your inner
millionaire and think differently about life and money -- and get rich and happy along the way   "Soak up what Pat
Mesiti has to say -- all he wants to do is share his prosperity and teach you about the millionaire mindset. Then,
apply it to your life and watch it improve. Simple as that."Mark Victor Hansen (co-creator, #1 New York Times
best-selling series "Chicken Soup for the Soul" and co-author of "Cracking the Millionaire Code "and "The One
Minute Millionaire")  "Pat Mesiti is dedicated to unlocking the potential inside of people, and opening up their
minds to a more rewarding, fulfilling and prosperous future. And in this book he shows you how."Allan Pease (#1
best-selling author and international speaker)  "This excellent and highly recommended book will make you laugh,
cry, feel encouraged and forever change your life for the better."Steve McKnight (#1 best-selling author and
founder of www.PropertyInvesting.com)
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书籍目录

ForewordAbout the authorIntroducationCapter1 Do you have a mind virus? Capter2 Changing direction to head
for prosperity. Capter3 Your thoughts become your actions. Capter4 Developing a millionaire mindset. Capter5
Climbing those walls in your mind. Capter6 Developing a healthy view of yourself. Capter7 The ten key
characteristics of a millionaire mindset. Capter8 Fixing your attitude to money. Capter9 Make failure a teacher.
Capter10 Know what you want and how to get it. Capter11 Pay attentionCapter12 Growth happens by choice, not
by chance. Capter13 How to make good decisions. Capter14 Get some help! Capter15 Aim for the stars. Capter16
Fuel your dream with passion. Capter17 Fuel your passion with a reason.Conclusion
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精彩短评

1、书的质量还可以，只是价格稍微有点贵了
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